Introduction

• Difficult to summarize long texts due to model input limitations
• Default truncation can result in incomprehensive summaries

Research Goals

• Improve performance and quality of long text summarization
• Explore dataset- and model-agnostic approaches to text summarization

Methodology

• PURETEXT is a lightweight layer for selecting high-quality sentences
• Fine-tuned a BERT-based model to classify sentences as either important or unimportant using a sentence’s ROUGE score

Background

• Weakly-Supervised: a supervised task using non-human annotated labels.
• ROUGE: a recall-based summary evaluation metric that reports similarity between candidate and ideal summaries

Setup

• Used datasets WikiHow and Reddit TIFU, with downstream models BERTSUM and BART
• Experimented on the full test and long article subset for each dataset
• Tested against baselines without PURETEXT: unfiltered, head, tail, head+tail, random dropping

Experimental Results

• Up to 0.83- and 3.84-point full dataset improvement on BERTSUM and BART respectively
• 3x improvement on long article subset over full datasets
• Statistically significant evidence (p < .05) PURETEXT improves long article summarization
• Particularly effective on long articles since arbitrary truncation removes important sentences
• Most applicable to datasets like WikiHow and Reddit, where key sentences are evenly distributed

Conclusion

• We utilize a BERT-based model trained with weakly-supervised learning to distinguish high-quality sentences as part of a layer-agnostic approach, which are then passed to a downstream summarization model
• PURETEXT can greatly improve upon downstream model baselines for multiple datasets and models and excels at long article summarization
• We encourage future work to continue exploring the dataset- and model-agnostic nature of such a sentence filtering approach
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